
Resources for Teachers

The Trees and Me
by Bianca Begovich

Curriculum Levels 1 - 3 in: 

 English       3
 Science       5
 Health and Physical Education  7
 The Arts      8
 Mathematics and Statistics  9
 Social Science     11
 Other Activities     13

Each curriculum area has several suggested activities for 
teachers to choose from , depending on the time available. 

All are independent of each other to allow for flexibility. 





CURRICULUM LINKS

ENGLISH 
Processing and interpreting new information, asking questions, learning new vocabu-
lary. Emphasis on critical listening and reading to encourage inquiry-based learning 
about sustainability.

1. Write a poem about a tree or the forest – How do they make you feel? What would 
it be like without forests, trees or the bush? What other animals and plants also rely on 
forests and trees?

2. Give a speech about what happens when we don’t take care of our forests – How 
does this affect bird life? What happens to the soil, the air and the water? What ideas 
do you have to help?

3. Have a ‘Word Hunt’. Make a list of words to describe an environment (eg. hot, cool, 
boring, dry, cheerful, crowded, clean, dirty, private, polluted, alive, dark, scary, bleak, 
fresh, valuable). Choose an environment and, in groups, use the cards to describe it.  
What did you discover? How did the place make you feel? Do other plants and ani-
mals use the area? Does it feel healthy? Why/Why not?

4. Create a Brochure on ‘The Trees and Me’ – How do humans need trees? What ef-
fects do our actions have on our forests and the plants and animals in them? How can 
we do things differently?

5. Use the line “Birds and bugs, the trees and you” from the story as a starter for a 
poem, short story, play or a speech.  What is the relationship between each of these 
parts?  How does the cycle work together?  What consequences are there to our ac-
tions? What happens when something goes wrong, or when we don’t do our part? 
What if there were no trees? What can we do differently?

6. Write a blurb or review for ‘The Trees and Me’ – What is the story about? What is 
the point? What ideas are given to resolve some of the issues in the story?  How did it 
make you feel?

7. Rewrite the ending of ‘The Trees and Me’ – What if nobody cared about our trees? 
What would life on earth be like in 50 years? Make your own suggestions to resolve 
the issues in the story.
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8. Find three new words in the story that you did not know before and write their 
meanings. Find simple meanings for other related words (eg. Sustainable, Deforesta-
tion, Interdependent, Life Cycle)

9. Create a Storyboard to show what you learned from ‘The Trees and Me’ – What 
happened? Who did what in the story?  What effects did our actions have?  How could 
things be done differently?

10. Write a Learning Log to track your learning from ‘The Trees and Me’. Reflective 
prompts for the log could include ‘What I like about the story is... What surprised me 
was… What I remember most from the story is…  What I want to learn more about 
is…. The story made me feel… because…’
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SCIENCE 
Encouraging inquiry-based learning about the Living World and the Planet so stu-
dents are better able to understand environmental sustainability and their relationship 
to the environment.

1. Draw a diagram of the Cycle of Life which involves a bird eating a seed, the manure 
helping the seed grow, and birds nesting and feeding in the new tree. What happens 
when one part of the cycle is out of balance?  What happens when there is too much 
litter or pollution?  How do we fit in?

2. Discuss and document trees as ‘the lungs of the planet’ - Trees take in the ‘waste’ 
air created by pollution and they ‘breathe out’ healthy air in the form of Oxygen. 
What are some of the ways that ‘waste’ air is created?  What happens to the amount of 
healthy air as we chop down the rainforests?

3. Conduct an Enviro-Survey of a nearby forest or bush environment.  Rate each 
statement with a smiley face, unhappy face or neutral face to indicate the health of the 
environment.  Statements in the survey could include – ‘The area is clean; There are 
lots of plants/animals/insects; There is no litter; It feels happy/calm/alive; We take care 
of the area; We can safely eat/play/walk in the area’.

3. Examine a Forest Ecosystem – What is an Ecosystem? How does it work? What 
happens when one part is missing?  Do our actions have a positive or negative impact? 
What can we do differently?

4. Create a Compost Bin – Make a compost bin out of an old container (with drainage 
at the bottom and an aerated lid), dirt, worms, food scraps and leaf litter. Discuss the 
purpose of each component. What happens when one is left out? What happens when 
it is too dry or too wet? What happens to packaging litter? How do we know the com-
post bin is working?  How does this relate to a natural environment?

5. Make a Time line – Document how forests are affected by changes in the human 
population, the amount of litter, pollutants and waste, the effects of farming, defor-
estation and development, the variety of plants and animals, food availability, recrea-
tional development, soil, water and air quality.

6. Write a story about a ‘Bird’s Eye View’ of an environment – How does their view 
differ from our own? How has the bird adapted to its environment? How do our ac-
tions impact on the bird’s life?
7. Monitor the quality of water in a forest stream – Areas to examine include tem-
perature, erosion, water colour (murky/clear), smell, amount of algae, amount of tree 
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cover, number of insects.  Give an overall rating and discuss ideas about how water 
quality impacts on the entire bush environment.

8. Map your local native environment – Try to choose an area large enough to cover 
the hills and mountains, the reserves and natural areas and the developed towns and 
cities. What is important to record? Why?  What was the area like 20, 50, 100 years 
ago?  What would you change if you could?

9. Research the variety of life in different habitat zones – Using a variety of areas in 
your school or community, examine what different species of plants and animals there 
are. Do different areas have different species?  Do some areas have fewer plants and 
animals? Do our actions have an impact?

10. Healthy Soils/Healthy Plants/Healthy People – Fill two plant pots – one with sand 
and the other with compost. Slowly pour water into each pot. Which one absorbs 
more water? Discuss the differences and what this means for plants. Discuss how com-
post acts as a ‘sponge’ for nutrients.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 

Opportunities for students to explore their own relationships to the environment and 
contribute to healthy environments by taking responsible and critical actions.

1. Examine the question ‘What is a Healthy Environment?’ – What do people do that 
makes places healthy or unhealthy?  What is the effect on nature and us? Why don’t 
we always look after our environment as well as we should?  How can people work 
with nature to keep places healthy?

2. ‘The Last Seed’ Sharing Game – Take a bag of fruit and pass around a group. Each 
person takes as many as they like.  Imagine the fruit represent the last of that type 
in the world. Discuss questions such as: What could you do with the fruit? Did eve-
rybody get the same amount? What can you do to make sure they are shared fairly?  
How can we make the sharing sustainable (ongoing)?

3. Brainstorm all the ways trees help keep us healthy (eg. food source, create Oxygen, 
recreation, wildlife, vegetation). Take part in an activity that keeps our environment 
healthy - a bush litter clean up, replanting project, planting a garden or native bush 
area in your school, signage for special areas.

4. Research medicinal native trees and plants – Many of our standard medicines were 
originally made from native trees and plants.  Research some natural medicines and 
where they come from. What kind of environment do they grow in?  How does a 
healthy environment support the plants?

5. ‘Web of Life’ Game to illustrate interdependence in the food chain – Divide the class 
up into the following groups: Humans, Birds, Bees, Seeds, Soil, Water. Discuss how 
each group relies on the others. What happens when one group is greedy or unhealthy 
or missing? How does this impact on the other groups?  What impact do our actions 
have on the cycle? What can we do differently?
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THE ARTS 
Providing themes and ideas to explore and communicate sustainability concepts 
through music, visual arts, dance and drama.

1. Make a collage using clean litter you have collected from a tree environment near 
you.  Cut out tree/leaf/animal shapes from the litter and pictures of trees/forests or na-
ture from old magazines. How do the pictures make you feel?  Can you share a favour-
ite experience about the area?

2. Make a poster or mural on one of the following topics - Who needs trees? Keep our 
Forest/Bush healthy. Life Cycle of a Tree (include birds/insects/humans).  How to at-
tract Birds to our Bush.

3. Document Indigenous relationships to the Forest – How important were forests to 
different cultures? What rituals or ceremonies were based on forests or trees?   What 
were trees used for?

4. Record leaf variety and patterns in leaf rubbings – How many different types are 
there? Do different places have more varieties? Why? What colours and patterns re-
flect the way the environment makes you feel?  How does an area affected by human 
activity look and feel?

5. Write a play based on ‘The Trees and Me’ – What happened? Who were the main 
characters? What effects did our actions have on other species? How could things be 
done differently?
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MATHEMATICS AND 
STATISTICS 

Exploring patterns and relationships in environmental situations to evaluate data, in-
vestigate and solve problems, predict outcomes and improve sustainability.

1. Have a ‘Litter Clean-Up’ of a local tree environment.  What different types of rub-
bish are there? How much is recyclable? Where could the litter come from? Return 
several times and record the litter each time.  Is there more or less rubbish? Does 
clearing the litter make a difference over time?

2. Measure leaves on the forest floor – How many sizes and types are there?  Compare 
different environments. Do some areas have smaller, fewer or diseased leaves? What 
could cause this?

3. Take a shopping bag to collect litter on a walk through the bush.  What types of 
rubbish did you collect? Is it recyclable?  How many shopping bags would you collect 
if you visited the area once a month?  How many in a year?  How many bags if every 
person in your class did the same thing?

4. Tree Planting Measurements – Become involved in a restoration tree planting pro-
ject. Measure the area you are going to plant.  How much distance do you need to 
leave between plants? - Hint: you will need to find out how big they grow. How many 
plants can you fit into your area? What happens if you plant them too close together? 
Would a mix of different species work better?

5. Conscientious Shoppers – On your next supermarket trip, record how many of your 
purchases have packaging that could end up in the bush . Do you have more purchas-
es with packaging or without?  How much plastic packaging is there? What choices 
could you make to reduce this?

6. Record bird visitors to a Tree – Record how many different species of bird visit a 
tree in a set amount of time (an hour will do but if you can see the tree all day, even 
better!). How many of each species? What are they doing on their visit? Are there 
other visitors (animals, humans or insects)? How could the area be made more attrac-
tive for birds? Record numbers as you make improvements.
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7. Make a Bird Table – Find an area in a tree to put your table. Measure how much 
space you have for the table. Measure and cut out a piece of plywood to fit the area. 
The table can be nailed or hung in the tree.  Nail on a shallow plastic dish for water 
and several raised nails to stick food onto.

8. Record the effect of planting on a Tree Environment – Record the number of dif-
ferent animals using the area- are there birds/insects/animals/people? Does planting 
increase the number of animals over time?  What other changes occur as plants grow 
up around the environment?

9. Use set squares to measure different regions of the bush – Using set squares of 1m 
x 1m, record the different plants and animals as well as the amount of litter in the 
square.  Does the amount of litter have an effect on the number of species? Do differ-
ent areas of the bush have more litter? What could be some reasons why? Does clear-
ing the litter make a difference over time?

10. Conscious Water Use – The amount of water we use at home has an effect on the 
amount available for trees and other species. Where does the water go when it leaves 
our home? How many products do we add, making it less healthy as it re-enters the 
water cycle? How long are our showers? If each shower uses 10 buckets of water, how 
much is used by the whole class?
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 SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Encouraging students to think about their interactions with the environment and how 
they can take action as critical, informed and responsible citizens.

1. Explore the Lungs of your Community – Visit different types of areas in your com-
munity (eg. forest or park, residential and industrial).  Do you see plants? What are 
they providing for us? Do you see roads or machinery or cars? What effect do they 
have? Do you see people? Why/Why not?

2. Special Places – Find a special tree environment near you.  Find a comfortable spot 
and think about: Why is it special? Who and what else shares this special place? How 
can we protect it and deal with any problems? Prepare a PMI (Plus/Minus/Interesting) 
chart to share with your class.

3. ‘Take Care’ Plan – In groups, write a ‘Take Care’ plan about how you can start to 
deal with some of the issues you have identified.  What actions will bring about the 
changes we want? What jobs, resources and timelines are needed? Who else needs to 
be involved? What should we do first?

4. Use your Local Council – Ask your local council how you can ‘Take Care’ of a spe-
cial tree place near you.  Is there already a group involved? Does the area need to be 
kept free of litter? Does it need planting?  How can you spread the word about protect-
ing the area?  Is dog poo a problem?

4. Join a Community Group – Find out which people in your community are already 
involved in protecting your special area.  How can you help? Is fundraising, resources 
or labour an issue? How can you recognise and celebrate people’s achievements?  How 
can we make the project sustainable?

5. Bring Back the Birds – Record the number of birds/bird species in your tree envi-
ronment as you make improvements such as planting trees with leaves, flowers and 
berries that birds like to eat, catching wild animals like rats and possums that eat 
birds, providing extra food such as an apple on a string or sugar water in a small dish 
(up high away from cats!) and using fewer harmful sprays.

6. Serious Shoppers – Using a range of cleaning products from the supermarket, dis-
cuss which ones cause the most damage to the environment. Do we have to use a 
harsh intense chemical product or will a milder soap or eco-product or even hot water 
and elbow grease work just as well?  Could you make your own cleaning products? 
What did people use in the olden days?
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7. Write a Letter to your local Minister or the Minister for Conservation or the En-
vironment – Ask for special status for your ‘Take Care’ area. Could it be a reserve or 
a part of the conservation estate? Other ideas you could also ask for include bans on 
pesticides, restrictions on vehicle use and signage.

8. Make a Presentation to a local business or community group about your special 
area – can they sponsor resources or take part in a litter clean up or a planting project? 
If a farmer or business is polluting the area, you could help them to find an alternative 
solution or to plant more trees.

9. Write a Play or Song or Short Story based on the ideas in ‘The Trees and Me’. What 
would the world be like if there was no litter in our native bush, forests or park? How 
can we achieve this?  How can we all share the world’s resources more fairly? What 
would your perfect human/bush relationship look like? What could happen if we de-
stroy most of our natural areas?

10. Possum Picnic Game – One student is a possum who can move.  The rest are trees 
who stay still. The possum ‘tags’ the trees which then turn into possums.  Continue 
until all the trees are possums. Introduce hunters, bait stations and trapping.  Ideas to 
discuss: biodiversity, pest control, New Zealand flora.
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Other Activities
HUNT IN THE FOREST

Can you find these things in the forest?  Remember only to gather leaves and berries 
from the ground, don’t pick them off growing plants:

1. A leaf with smooth edges

2. A leaf with jagged edges

3. A leaf that is divided into little leaves

4. A leaf with holes in it. What do you think made the holes?

5. Something man-made. How did it get there?

6. Something round and smooth

7. Something yellow

8. Something red

9. Something smelly!

10. A bird (don’t catch it !). What kind of bird is it?

11. A flower. What is its name?

12. A piece of lichen. Lichen is a greenish-white, scaly plant, often found growing on 
rocks or trees.

13. Something stuck on your sock or sleeve (a plant that has attached itself to you!)
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Other books from CreateBooks 
with Teachers’ Resource Kits:

How to Stop Being Bullied 
A Kids’ Guide

What can kids do to stop being bullied? 
Are there strategies that kids can use to 

deal with bullying by themselves?
YES! 

 
This guide answers questions such as:

What is bullying?
Who gets targeted and why?

How does it feel to be bullied?
Who can help?

How can kids bully-proof themselves?
What can be done about cyber bullying?

What can witnesses/bystanders do?
Do the bullies themselves need help?

What is the key ingredient of a safe world?

                           Batjack
 
Thirteen year old Tom wants to audition for the                              
school musical BATJACK, but he has a problem,
                          A BIG ONE -
Dylan, a bully and Tom's arch enemy.
'You'll pay for this,' swears Dylan when Tom is cast as 
Batjack and Dylan as his understudy. And so the bat-
tle begins - fights, verbal abuse, vandalism, theft... You 
name it, it happens.
From audition to opening night Tom and his friends, 
Sonny whose shoulders are spindly as a wire coat

hanger and Alice with more piercings than a sieve, come up with quirky and 
funny ways to deal with Dylan and his mates
But why does Dylan bully? What is his secret? Can Tom and Dylan reach a 
compromise and manage to co-habit the same planet?



the environment, so they feel a sense of belonging and kinship with the 
natural world.  Using a simple narrative prose in the main story with 
additional snippets of interesting factual information, the story explores 
concepts of interdependence, sustainability and a whole world view of the 
environment.  

An Unexpected Hero
by L P Hansen

What could be worse,  Matt Turner wonders,  than having to leave your 
parents, friends and the buzz of big city life for a remote rural school that’s 
so small it only has two classrooms, and two teachers who are married to 
each other?
The twelve-year old soon finds out that 
worse things can happen. A school project 
plunges him into his worst nightmare - he has
to make a speech in public. 
Matt decides to speak about  New Zealand’s 
First World War pacifist, Archibald Baxter.
But is that a good idea in a district where 
almost every family has lost someone to war?

Books and 
Teachers’ Resource Kits 

available from 
www.createbooks.co.nz or 

info@createbooks.co.nz

The Sea and Me
by Bianca Begovich

The Sea and Me is an illustrated 
children’s storybook which explores 
the effects of our actions on the ocean 
and sea life.  ‘The Sea and Me’ is aimed 
at engaging and empowering 5-7 year 
olds to take small actions to protect 



R.I.P. Cyberbullying 
A Guide for Parents and Teachers

Cyberbullying is one of the major issues facing children, parents and
educators today. However, there are many children who are NOT bullied, by 
cyber means or otherwise, despite appearing to be exactly the same type of 
child as those who are. What makes the difference?
This is where parents/caregivers can play a significant role.

This guide addresses the following questions:
What is cyberbullying?
Types of cyberbullying
Why do some people cyberbully?
How does cyberbullying affect children?
What can parents do to PREVENT cyberbullying?
What can parents do if the child is already being cyberbullied?
What if it’s your child who is the cyberbully?
What role do bystanders/witnesses play?
When should education about cyberbullying begin?

How to Bully-Proof Your Child 
A Parents’ Guide

What can you as a parent do to bully-proof your child? 
Are there strategies kids themselves can use to stop being bullied?

YES!
 This guide answers questions such as:
What is bullying?
Who gets targeted and why?
What are the signs your child is a victim?
What can your child do about it?
How can you help?
What can be done about cyber bullying?
What can witnesses/bystanders do?
Do the bullies themselves need help?
What is the key to providing a safe world for your child?


